We demonstrate that Monte Carlo sampling can be used to efficiently extract the expectation value of projected entangled pair states with a large virtual bond dimension. We use the simple update rule introduced by Xiang et al. in Phys. Rev. Lett 101, 090603 (2008) to obtain the tensors describing the ground state wavefunction of the Antiferromagnetic Heisenberg model and evaluate the finite size energy and staggered magnetization for square lattices with periodic boundary conditions of linear sizes up to L = 16 and virtual bond dimensions up to D = 16. The finite size magnetization errors are 0.003(2) and 0.013(2) at D = 16 for a system of size L = 8, 16 respectively. Finite D extrapolation provides exact finite size magnetization for L = 8, and reduces the magnetization error to 0.005(3) for L = 16, significantly improving the previous state of the art results.
We demonstrate that Monte Carlo sampling can be used to efficiently extract the expectation value of projected entangled pair states with a large virtual bond dimension. We use the simple update rule introduced by Xiang The efficient simulation of strongly correlated quantum many body systems presents one of the major open problems and challenges in condensed matter physics. A major step forward was made by Steven White 2 in the case of 1 dimensional quantum spin chains by introducing the density matrix renormalization group (DMRG), which soon became the method of choice for simulating 1 dimensional manybody systems at zero temperature. By reformulating DMRG as a variational method within the class of matrix product states (MPS) [3] [4] [5] , it has become clear how DMRG can be generalized to deal with systems in two dimensions 6, 7 ; the quantum states of the corresponding variational class are known as projected entangled pair states (PEPS) and are part of the class called tensor product states which also includes the multiscale entanglement renormalization ansatz 8 and infinite PEPS 9 . More recently, it has also been demonstrated how the PEPS class can take into account fermionic anti-commutation relations [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] . Numerical algorithms based on these ansatze, such as variational minimization of the ground state energy and imaginary time evolution are also developing fast 1, 7, 9, 17, 18 , and a wide range of applications has been studied [19] [20] [21] [22] [23] [24] [25] [26] [27] .
The computational complexity of algorithms based on the PEPS ansatz with virtual bond dimension D scales as D 12 for the finite PEPS algorithm with open boundary condition 17 , χ 3 D 4 for the infinite PEPS (iPEPS) algorithm 9 , χ 6 for the tensor entanglement renormalization (TERG) algorithm for square lattices 18 and χ 5 for honeycomb lattices 1, 18 , where χ is the number of Schmidt coefficients kept in the various approximations. The large scaling power presents the main bottleneck in scaling up the number of variational parameters, which is necessary near second order phase transitions 28 . The common characteristics of all these algorithms is that the tensor network is always contracted over the physical indices, which effectively squares the computational cost of contracting the tensor network as compared to a tensor network corresponding to a classical spin system. As first shown in 29, 30 for the case of matrix product states and string bond states, a square root speed up can be obtained by using importance sampling over the physical indices. We will show how to adapt an importance sampling technique to PEPS. The efficiency will depend on the contraction algorithm chosen. In this paper we demonstrate it using the TERG method.
The Antiferromagnetic Heisenberg model on a square lattice with length L has been well studied by stochastic series expansions (SSE) 31 , however it is notoriously hard for tensor network wavefunctions to precisely capture the ground state order parameter (staggered magnetization) 25 . Various attempts have been made to extract the right magnetization, e.g. using iPEPS algorithm on square lattice 25 and the second renormalization of tensor network state (SRG) on honeycomb lattice 24 . However, all those attempts indicated that a tensor product state (TPS) with a finite D has much larger staggered magnetization in the thermodynamic limit. The main reason for that is probably the fact that all TPS methods favour states with a small amount of entanglement, and a larger local order parameter indeed leads to states with a smaller amount of entanglement due to the monogamy property of entanglement 34 .
The simple update proposed in Ref.
1 is an extremely fast imaginary time evolution (projection) method, which makes a simple estimation of the entanglement between the sub-system and the environment and integrates it in the evolution step. The evolution does not aim at the time dependent state at imaginary time τ ; it aims at that, in the long run, the accumulative effect of many non-sufficient improvements will eventually drive the system to the ground state. Since there is no notion of the lattice size in this update, one can claim the ground state obtained must be that of an infinite lattice. Given a tensor product description of the wavefunction with virtual bond dimension D and its correlation length ξ(D), no local observable will have any notion the lattice size if L > ξ(D). We take the tensors obtained from the simple update describing the ground state of Antiferromagnetic on an infinite lattice and evaluate the finite size energy and staggered magnetization with Monte Carlo (MC) sampling technique. We show that the magnetiza- tion indeed reaches the correct value when larger bond dimensions are used. The paper is organized as following: in Sec. I we give a brief introduction to the TERG algorithm, in Sec. II we illustrate the sampling procedure using the TERG contraction method, in Sec. III we apply the ground state tensor obtained via the simple update (poorman's update)
1 to finite size lattices and evaluate finite size expectation values via MC sampling, and finally a summary is given in Sec. IV.
I. TENSOR ENTANGLEMENT RENORMALIZATION ALGORITHM
The tensor network ansatz describes quantum manybody states in an exponentially large Hilbert space in terms of local tensors T describing local degrees of freedom. A graphical representation of a tensor network state for a spin model on a square lattice is presented in Fig. 1(a) , for which the wavefunction is written as
where
,si denotes the tensor of spin s i on site i and |σ ≡ |s 1 , s 2 , · · · , s N represents manybody spin configurations. The notation tTr is used to represent tensorial trace, generalization of the matrix trace to tensor networks where tensors are traced over the virtual modes.
If one were to calculate an expectation value for a given observable given a PEPS state, it would require contraction of a double layer tensor network obtained by contracting over the physical bonds first as depicted on Fig. 1(b) . This results in a tensor network with a squared bond dimension as shown on Fig. 1(c) . The effort for contracting a tensor network either as Fig. 1 (a) for single layer or as Fig. 1 (c) for double layer grows exponentially with the system size. One way of exact contraction is to successively renormalize a 2 × 2 block of sites into one super-site, as pointed out in Ref. 36 . Without approximation, the dimension of the virtual bond of a super-site in a double layer picture will grow as D 4nr , where n r is the depth of the renormalization iteration (the linear size of the system is L ∼ 2 nr ), thus approximate contraction becomes necessary. One of the ways to contract the tensor network approximately is the tensor renormalization method 33 , which was first proposed to contract a classical tensor network. Later on this method was generalized to deal with quantum systems 1, 18 . The contraction method on a square lattice can be described in Fig. 2 . First each 4-index T-tensor is decomposed into two 3-index S-tensors,
where T B,A denote two ways of tensor decomposition according to Eq. (2)(3) respectively. In the next step the four S-tensors in the shaded area in Fig. 2 (a) are contracted to form a coarse tensor on a reduced and rotated lattice,
This decomposition-contraction procedure can be applied once again on the rotated lattice ( Fig. 2(b) ) to obtain a coarse lattice of half the length (Fig 2(c) ), and whose orientation of the lattice is equal to the original one. A singular value decomposition (SVD) is then done to decompose a T-tensor into two S-tensors,
To prevent an exponential increase of the computational cost, one only keeps the largest D cut (also referred to as χ) singular values; this approximation maximizes the 2-norm of vectorized T for a fixed D cut ,
whereM denotes taking the leading D cut columns of a matrix M (or leading singular values of a diagonal matrix). A common strategy is to absorb the diagonal matrixΛ into isometriesŪ andV to obtain the S-tensors, S 1 =Ū √Λ and S 3 =V √Λ , the same applies to S 2 , S 4 .
II. VARIATIONAL QUANTUM MONTE CARLO SAMPLING AND UPDATE
A variational quantum Monte Carlo (vQMC) method with tensor network states can now be based on the TERG contraction method to calculate the importance weight and the energy derivative. Following the notation of Ref.
29 , we extract several key equations regarding measuring and updating. For a chosen configuration |σ ≡ |s 1 , s 2 , · · · , s N we define a coefficient W (σ) = σ|ψ , which is calculated by contracting a single layer tensor network as
The energy expectation value reads
The energy derivatives with respect to tensor elements T
↑(↓)
ijkl are obtained via
the denotes Monte Carlo average and
Let us define B(m) as the contraction of the tensor network for all sites except a site m:
in terms of which we can express the derivative of the weight (7) with respect to T
ijkl as
where (7) can be written as
Since we do not need to update the variational parameters T
ijkl in this work, we will discuss how to update a tensor network using energy derivatives with MC sampling technique elsewhere 41 . While describing the sampling procedure, we take the nearest neighbor Antiferromagnetic Heisenberg interaction as an example. Generalization to other Hamiltonian is straight forward. Starting from site 1 of the original tensor network, one looks for a pair of nearest neighbor spins that align anti-parallel with each other and flip them.
The trial configuration, which we denote as |σ ′ , is accepted with probability
where the ratio is given by
To calculate the ratio (16), one needs to recompute some T ′q,p tensors together with the corresponding scalars f ′q,p and g ′ , store them in separate arrays for later updates. If a random number r drawn from an uniform distribution on the interval [0, 1) satisfies r < P , the trial state |σ ′ is accepted, in which case T q,p , f q,p and g are replaced by T ′q,p , f ′q,p and g ′ , otherwise |σ ′ is rejected and the original configuration |σ is kept. Moving through all the sites on the original lattice, one attempts to flip all encountered anti-parallel pairs, accepting or rejecting according to probability (15) . This procedure is called a MC sweep. After each MC sweep, the energy and other observables of interest are measured. Flipping two neighboring spins does not require recomputing many T ′q,p tensors, which makes the contraction fast. On the other hand, the update is local. To reduce the auto correlation length, one needs to complete a MC sweep before making a measurement, and the computational effort scales linearly with the system size N = L 2 . 
III. THE ANTIFERROMAGNETIC HEISENBERG MODEL ON SQUARE LATTICE
We use the simple update method of Xiang et al.
1 to obtain the converged wavefunction with various virtual bond dimension (D = 3, 4, · · · , 20). The simple update is an imaginary time evolution method to obtain the ground state wavefunction of an infinite lattice.
To implement the imaginary time evolution, we first make the Trotter decomposition of the partition function
M for τ = β/M, then we apply an evolution operator e −τ Hj to the two nearest neighbor sites A, B as in Fig. 3(a) . It is crucial to put the weight √ Λ i to the open auxiliary modes to take into account the entanglement of the sub-system with the environment. The weights √ Λ i are the singular values obtained in the previous evolution step on the corresponding bond. According to Ref.
1 an SVD is done to the joint tensor T A T B to introduce a cut over the enlarged bond, and only the leading D singular values and the corresponding left and right eigenvectors are kept as a projection to the sub-manifold of the Hilbert space where the wavefunction manifests. Here we made a crucial modification that drastically reduces the computational cost of decomposing the joint matrix T A T B that is of size dD 3 × dD 3 . As illustrated in Fig. 3(b) , we first make QR(LQ) factorization of tensor
where R A and L B are right-and left-triangular matrices. Instead of a large tensor T A T B , the singular value decomposition is done on R A L B , which is essentially of size dD × dD, as
The leading computational cost is now the QR(LQ) decomposition that scales only to D 5 . To obtain the evolved tensors on sites A and B, one has to remove the weight √ Λ i from the decomposed tensors as described in Ref.
1 . In the thermodynamic limit, the ground state of the Antiferromagnetic Heisenberg model spontaneously breaks the SU(2) symmetry, i.e. the magnetization is locked in one direction. To achieve a significant acceptance ratio for the Markov process with local spin flips, we intentionally break the SU(2) symmetry into the XY plane. To do this, we first attach a small (h a = 0.001J) staggered magnetic field in the x direction to the isotropic Heisenberg Hamiltonian,
here i x , i y are x, y coordinates of site i. We update the tensor network wavefunction using this modified Hamiltonian until it converges. Then we use the converged wavefunction to initialize a new update without the field. The Trotter steps of the imaginary time evolution is gradually reduced from τ = 10 −2 to 10 −5 . A convergence is reached when
< 10 −7 , where T A,B (τ ) is the vectorized tensor at time slice τ , and is rescaled such that the largest magnitude of the tensor elements is 1. We then take these converged tensors of various bond dimension D for the infinite lattice to compute expectation values of finite lattices with periodic boundary condition using MC sampling method.
One way to define the staggered magnetization is through the spin-spin correlation at the longest distance
where α = x, y, z, and
In In Fig. 5 we present the absolute error of the finite size energy divided by the number of bonds as a function of virtual bond dimension D for system sizes L = 4, 8, 16. For all system sizes the energy error drops significantly at D = 10 and at D ∈ [10 : 16] plateaus seem to set in.
In Fig. 6 we show all three components of the spinspin correlation at the longest distance C α (L/2, L/2), α = x, y, z. One can see that the x, y components for different system sizes almost fall on top of each other. The x, y components slightly drop at D = 5, 10 then followed by plateaus. The z component, on the other hand, largely deviates from the x and y components. For L = 4, the SU (2) For all the data presented, the maximum number of singular values kept at each iteration step during the contraction is D cut = 2D for all bond dimensions D.
IV. SUMMARY AND DISCUSSION
In this paper, we proposed a variational Quantum Monte Carlo (vQMC) algorithm to evaluate a tensor network state of relative large bond dimensions. We illustrated the Monte Carlo (MC) sampling procedure in terms of the tensor entanglement renormalization group (TERG) contraction algorithm. We applied this method to the well studied Antiferromagnetic Heisenberg model on square lattice. Upon obtaining the ground state wavefunction via imaginary time evolution with essentially no notion of the lattice size, we evaluated the ground state energy and the staggered magnetization for systems on finite square lattices using MC sampling method. Not surprisingly, we found that the converged tensors obtained for the infinite lattice give very accurate results also when used for considered finite size lattices. The wavefunction of a finite bond dimension D thus can be used to reliably extrapolate the expectation values in the thermodynamic limit through finite D scaling followed by finite size scaling. We have shown that the tensor network ansatz based vQMC method is a promising way to go to a very large bond dimension and thus allowing reliable study of many interesting models.
We do not claim that the tensor product state (TPS) describing the ground state wavefunction for an infinite lattice obtained via the simple update is the ultimate solution for a finite lattice. One still need further optimization for a finite lattice if initializing from a TPS describing the infinite lattice. Many previous studies of 1 dimensional systems had used the matrix product state (MPS) obtained from an infinite chain algorithm 37 to initialize the optimization for a finite chain and obtained remarkably good results 38, 39 . We will discuss how to update tensors for a finite 2 dimensional system elsewhere 41 . Another advantage of the MC sampling method is the possibility of incorporate lattice and spin symmetries into the MC sampling scheme to improve accuracy, which has been demonstrated in Ref. 40 in the case of simulating 2 dimensional system via scale-renormalized MPSs. Since we obtained tensor directly from the simple update, we did not employ symmetries in the sampling procedure.
